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ABSTRACT: We present a method for iris recognition based on a wavelet packet decomposition of 
iris images. Each iris image is described by a subset of band-filtered images (sub-images) containing 
wavelet coefficients. From these coefficients, which characterize the iris texture, we compute a 
compact iris feature code using the appropriate energies of these sub-images to generate binary iris 
codes according to an adapted threshold.  Thereafter, we show how an efficient and reliable Hamming 
distance can be used in order to classify iris codes. Results are presented that demonstrate significant 
improvements in iris recognition accuracy through the use of the public iris database. Biometric-based 
personal verification and identification methods have gained much interest with an increasing 
emphasis on security. Iris recognition is a fast, accurate and secure biometric technique that can 
operate in both verification and identification modes since the iris texture pattern has no links with the 
genetic structure of an individual and since it is generated by chaotic processes. This paper is 
organized as follows: the iris feature extraction is mentioned with details in the matching process is 
described. We present a method for iris recognition based on a wavelet packet decomposition of iris 
images. Each iris image is described by a subset of band-filtered images (sub-images) containing 
wavelet coefficients. From these coefficients, which characterize the iris texture, we compute a 
compact iris feature code using the appropriate energies of these sub-images to generate binary iris 
codes according to an adapted threshold. Thereafter, we show how an efficient and reliable Hamming 
distance can be used in order to classify iris codes. Results are presented that demonstrate significant 

improvements in iris recognition accuracy through the use of the public iris database 

                                                 

  INTRODUCTION 
      Iris recognition is an automated method of biometric identification that uses mathematical pattern-
recognition techniques on video images of one or both of the irises of an individual's eyes, whose 
complex patterns are unique, stable, and can be seen from some distance. 

Retinal scanning is a different, ocular-based biometric technology that uses the unique 
patterns on a person's retina blood vessels and is often confused with iris recognition. Iris recognition 
uses video camera technology with subtle near-infrared illumination to acquire images of the detail-
rich, intricate structures of the iris which are visible externally. Digital templates encoded from these 
patterns by mathematical and statistical algorithms allow the identification of an individual or 
someone pretending to be that individual. Databases of enrolled templates are searched by matcher 
engines at speeds measured in the millions of templates per second per (single-core) CPU, and with 
remarkably low false match rates. 

Several hundred million persons in several countries around the world have been enrolled in 
iris recognition systems for convenience purposes such as passport-free automated border-crossings 
and some national ID programs. A key advantage of iris recognition, besides its speed of matching 
and its extreme resistance to false matches, is the stability of the iris as an internal and protected, yet 
externally visible organ of the eye. 

Although John Daugman developed and patented the first actual algorithms to perform iris 
recognition, published the first papers about it and gave the first live demonstrations, the concept 
behind this invention has a much longer history and today it benefits from many other active scientific 
contributors. In a 1953 clinical textbook, F.H. Adler wrote: "In fact, the markings of the iris are so 
distinctive that it has been proposed to use photographs as a means of identification, instead of 
fingerprints." Adler referred to comments by the British ophthalmologist J.H. Doggart, who in 1949 
had written that: "Just as every human being has different fingerprints, so does the minute architecture 
of the iris exhibit variations in every subject examined. [Its features] represent a series of variable 
factors whose conceivable permutations and combinations are almost infinite." Later in the 1980s, 
two American ophthalmologists, L. Flom and A. Safir managed to patent Adler's and Doggart's 
conjecture that the iris could serve as a human identifier, but they had no actual algorithm or 
implementation to perform it and so their patent remained conjecture. The roots of this conjecture 
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stretch back even further: in 1892 the Frenchman A. Bertillon had documented nuances in "Tableau 
de l'iris humain". Divination of all sorts of things based on iris patterns goes back to ancient Egypt, to 
Chaldea in Babylonia, and to ancient Greece, as documented in stone inscriptions, painted ceramic 
artifacts, and the writings of Hippocrates. 

The core theoretical idea in Daugman's algorithms is that the failure of a test of statistical 
independence can be a very strong basis for pattern recognition if there is sufficiently high entropy 
(enough degrees-of-freedom of random variation) among samples from different classes. In 1994 he 
patented this basis for iris recognition and its underlying computer vision algorithms for image 
processing, feature extraction, and matching, and published them in a paper.These algorithms became 
widely licensed through a series of companies: IriScan (a start-up founded by Flom, Safir, and 
Daugman), Iridian, Sarnoff, Sensar, LG-Iris, Panasonic, Oki, BI2, IrisGuard, Unisys, Sagem, 
Enschede, Securimetrics, and L-1, now owned by French company Morpho. 

 
With various improvements over the years, these algorithms remain today the basis of all 

significant public deployments of iris recognition, and they are consistently top performers in NIST 
tests (implementations submitted by L-1, MorphoTrust and Morpho, for whom Daugman serves as 
Chief Scientist for Iris Recognition). But research on many aspects of this technology and on 
alternative methods has exploded, and today there is a rapidly growing academic literature on optics, 
photonics, sensors, biology, genetics, ergonomics, interfaces, decision theory, coding, compression, 
protocol, security, mathematical and hardware aspects of this technology. 

Most flagship deployments of these algorithms have been at airports, in lieu of passport 
presentation, and for security screening using watch-lists. In the early years of this century, major 
deployments began at Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport and at ten UK airport terminals allowing 
frequent travelers to present their iris instead of their passport, in a programme called IRIS: Iris 
Recognition Immigration System. Similar systems exist along the US / Canada border, and many 
others. In the United Arab Emirates, all 32 air, land, and seaports deploy these algorithms to screen all 
persons entering the UAE requiring a visa. Because a large watch-list compiled among the GCC 
States is exhaustively searched each time, the number of iris cross-comparisons climbed to 62 trillion 
in 10 years. The Government of India is enrolling the iris codes (as well as fingerprints) of all 1.2 
billion citizens within three years for national ID and fraud prevention in entitlements distribution. As 
of April 2016, the UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India) had enrolled more than 1 billion 
persons in this biometric programme. Iris is one of three biometric identification technologies 
internationally standardized since 2006 by ICAO for use in e-passports. 

 
Fingerprint recognition or fingerprint authentication refers to the automated method of verifying a 
match between two human fingerprints. 
Fingerprints are one of many forms of biometrics used to identify an individual and verify their 
identity.  
This article touches on two major classes of algorithms (minutia and pattern) and four sensor designs 
(optical, ultrasonic, passive capacitance, and active capacitance). 
Deforms non-elastically as pupil changes size. 
Illumination should not be visible or bright.  

                               

 Methods and materials 

The agent next converts the full-color image to an 8-bit representation. This reduces space 
complexity, making further computations faster without losing reliability. Iris recognition is 
considered as one of the most reliable and accurate technologies. The morphological operation is 
applied to remove eyelashes in process of iris boundary location. And optimal step length is 
calculated to reduce search time. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed iris location 
algorithm is able to achieve a good performance with accuracy more than 97.6%. 

 Applies a median filter to the gray scaled image to reduce the amount of noise and artifacts 
before the pupil center detection. In image processing, it is usually necessary to perform a high degree 
of noise reduction in an image before performing higher-level processing steps, such as edge 
detection. The median filter is a non-linear digital filtering technique, often used to remove noise from 
images or other signals. The idea is to examine a sample of the input and decide if it is representative 
of the signal. This is performed using a window consisting of an odd number of samples. The values 
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in the window are sorted into numerical order; the median value, the sample in4 the center of the 
window, is selected as the output. The oldest sample is discarded, a new sample acquired, and the 
calculation repeats. 

To perform the fifth step, the agent must now find the center of the pupil to orient the 
coordinate system at the center of the eye. Pupil center is computed based solely on points related to 
the pupil boundary. For each boundary point, a curvature value is computed. Occlusion of the 
boundary induces characteristic peaks in the curvature function. Curvature values for normal pupil 
sizes were determined and a threshold was found which together with heuristics discriminated normal 
from abnormal curvature. Remaining boundary points were fit with an ellipse using a least squares 
error criterion. The center of the ellipse is an estimate of the pupil center. This technique is accurately 
estimated pupil center with less than 40% of the pupil boundary points visible. 

The image also requires that the edges of the iris and pupil be marked so an edge detection process 
needs to be completed by the agent. This system decided to have the agent use the 'Canny Edge 
Detection' algorithm. Edge detection is the process of finding sharp contrasts in intensities in an 
image. This process significantly reduces the amount of data in the image, while preserving the most 
important structural features of that image. Canny Edge Detection is considered to be the ideal edge 
detection algorithm for images that are corrupted with white noise.In this stage, the agent attempts to 
find the radius of both the pupil and iris using the center found in above. The first step in finding the 
actual iris radius is to find an approximation of the iris radius. This approximation can then be fine-
tuned to find the actual iris parameters. In order to find this approximation, a single edge of the iris 
must be found. Knowing that eyes are most likely to be distorted in the top and bottom parts due to 
eyelashes and eyelids, the best choice for finding an unobstructed edge is along the horizontal line 
through the pupil center. 

This process is mostly for visual purposes and refers to removing erroneous information from 
the original image outside of the iris radius, whereby leaving only the image within the bounds of the 
iris radius intact. Before eye center localization, a pre-processing step needs to be taken. Since 
reflections (highlights), that affect the results in a negative way, frequently appear in the eye, a 
reflection removal step is implemented. Such highlights are usually bright areas consisting of no more 
than a few pixels. 

Block Diagram 
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 CONCLUSION 
This paper has introduced a novel matching algorithm with invariant properties for iris 

recognition system based on the local feature points extracted by a bank of Gabor filters. The 
proposed matching algorithm, which is based on the PFM method, is used to compare two sets of 
feature points by using the information comprising the local features and the position of each point. 
Moreover, a fuzzy curve detection method has been proposed to extract the inner and outer 
boundaries of the iris from a gray-level image. The experimental results have shown that the 
performance of this system is better than those of the systems based on the local features and is 
comparable to those of the typical systems. 
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